Memorandum To: Public Schools District Supervisors

From: SOCORRO V. DELA ROSA, CESO VI
Schools Division Superintendent

Subject: Report of the Proceeds of the Simultaneous Municipal Color Fun Run In Support of Team Bagwis

Date: January 30, 2019

1. Relative to Division Memorandum No. 328, s. 2018 “Simultaneous Municipal Color Fun Run In Support of Team Bagwis”, you are requested to submit the Report of the Proceeds of the activity to Mary Jean S. Romero, Division Sports Officer. Municipalities with less athletes/no athletes to be trained, PSDSs are encouraged to remit the Proceeds to Liza Bernardo, cashier, as stated in the mentioned Memo. This is to augment the financial needs of the municipalities with big numbers of athletes to be trained. Enclosed is the template to be accomplished.

2. For compliance.